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                                                                  MDOH
                                                                  MD-15

-    2mg 1/31/78 8:23AM 0.7mg - 9:43 1.3mg Σ 2.0mg n.e.
-    5mg  2/1/78 2:45PM n.e.
-   10mg  2/9/78 ATS 11:00AM=[0:00]a little wine that evening was very much felt ne
-   20mg 4/10/78 ATS 8:05AM=[0:00] - no effect.

±   70mg 5/19/78 ATS 8:30AM=[0:00] 40mg at [1:00] something? [1:30] clear
      [1:45=0:00] +30mg. [0:30] again - a ± with something nice [0:45] more [1:15]
      steady ± or even + [1:45] clear. see 267

±   80mg 5/31/78 ATS 9:00AM=[0:00] 4 days drug-free. [0:35] alert [0:50] develop -
      fleeting nausea - but largely window. [1:00] + of window [1:30] stable at +
      [1:40] drop [2:00] still more drop [2:20] - see exploitation p. 267.
      Interesting (+).
                         Sample on resynthesis has completely different properties.
                         This is probably MDA, generated by the in situ disproper-
                         tination of MDOH on distillation. Proper product is 
                         now at hand, but assay must start again.

±   10mg 3/22/1979 10:40AM=[0:00] [1:10] could I kid myself at threshold? [1:35]
      ±? [2:00] maybe ±; maybe -? [3:00] - certainly -.

-   20mg 3/23/79 11:00AM=[0:00][1:40] a little unworldly? - no, nothing.

+   60mg 3/27/79 10:15AM=[0:00] (initially 40mg) [0:40] alert? [1:00] a light but
      real awareness - + - cannot quite character yet, but very interested - no
      motor problems- [1:20] boost [with] 20mg. [2:00] an honest + [with] lotsa
      sparkle [2:30] dropping - challenge [with] LSD p288

++  80mg 3/30/79 10:35=[0:00][0:33] aware - diarrhea [0:45] going into something
      - reasonably quiet entry. [0:50] paraesthesia [1:00] a simple + - MDMA like -
      very simple. [1:20] between + & ++. [1:30] almost ++ simple! [1:50] dropping
      [2:00] rapidly down - impotent [3:20] substantially out. good afterglow.

++ 100mg 4/9/79 2:00=[0:00][0:30] alert [0:35] start [0:45] developing - no
      character yet- basically pleasant. moderately noisy. [1:00] to a simple +
      [1:15] still developing [1:30] at ++, extraordinarily simple, even simpler
      than MDMA. piano playing excellent [1:45] stable at ++ [2:00] beginning to
      drop off ++ [2:30] back to + one. challenge [with] MDA, see primer study p317

++ 120mg 4/15/79 [12:54=0:00] AG 120, TG 100. Gradual & quiet [so, so quiet!]
      development - AG feels like MDMA, then light LSD, then MDA - supplement
      [2:20] 40mg each - quite a bit of intox. difficult to weigh but -
      thermotropic - long, slow afterglow. intense anorexia - livid dreams,
      significant - perhaps a bit much - very enjoyable but not too rewarding.

++ 100mg 4/28/79 [11:50=0:00]. ATS, BM,TG,AG,PB,FB,NT,CT, all 100mg] alerts
      all ~[0:25 to 0:35] rapid development to ~[1:00] or [1:15] CT+Peggy briefly
      intensely intox, then assimilate. Fred body ++? CT nearly +++ as was NT me
      ++. Benita ++. relaxed - none of the confidences of MDMA - straight intox but
      delightful. Wide window st. drop variously between [3:00 and 5:00]? NT+Peggy
      eye problem. negligible B.P. . Considerable anorexia. Most [with] long sleep
      (deep) and languor next day. Impotent [with] BM but tactile much appreciated.
              [Fred dream 422]                              continue p 324


